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is necessary to design and analyze the similarity system. A
variety of proportional valve mathematic model[2,3,4]
have described the complexity transformation relationship
of the proportional valve electric, proportional valve
machine and proportional valve liquid, but did not describe
the nonlinear flow characteristics induced by the
geometrical feature of valve in the variety flow zone.
This paper establishes the uniform nonlinear
mathematical model. which is related to the relationship
between the flow of port and the geometrical
characteristics and physical variables of the spool. The
aim of this research is to obtain the flow equation when the
spool is positive overlap, negative overlap and zero
overlap, and the flow is expressed as the continuous and
nonlinear function of spool overlap parameters.
Fig.1 shows a big flow proportional valve which is
used in the excavator. The proportional valve has two ports
named port1 and port 2, each of which has three

Abstract—The nonlinear flow characteristics induced by the
geometrical features in various flow areas are often ignored.
The strictly dynamical symmetry assumption is not sufficient
to design the hydraulic control system by adopting the
proportional valve, and the research about the proportional
valve model can be used in all moving areas and all covered
types of spool is deficient. To overcome this problem, the
uniform nonlinear flow mathematical model for the electrohydraulic proportional valve is constructed. The relational
expression between the orifice flow of the proportional valve
and the geometrical future and physical characteristics of
spool is constructed to obtain a series continuous nonlinear
flow equations of median positive overlap, negative overlap
and zero overlap proportional valve. The experiment
validates that, for positive overlap, the flow input into the
hydraulic tank is proportional to the displacement of the
spool in the dead zone. For negative overlap, even though the
spool located at the median, the flow output also exists, and
induces the piston movement of hydraulic tank. This
situation is consistent with the non-matching overlap
response of actual negative proportional valve.

corresponding flows Q1 , Q1P , Q1T and Q2 , Q2 P , Q2T ,
respectively. The oil inlet and return are connected with
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I.

the pump and tank, respectively. The parameters

dt represent the positive overlap and negative overlap
when the spool is located at the median (positive overlap is
shown in Fig.1). Fig.2 shows the calculation model of flow
field of valve chamber.

INTRODUCTION

When the spool of the proportional valve is located at
the median position, the small change of the overlap value
will have great influence to the dy-namic characteristics.
For example, because of the dead zone characteristic of
flow gain, the positive overlap spool will induce steady
state error[1]. The strictly dynamical symmetry assumption
is not sufficient to design the hydraulic control system by
adopting the proportional valve, and the research about the
proportional valve model which can be used in all the
moving areas and all covered types of spool is deficient.
However, a more comprehensive proportional valve model
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Using the saturation function, the orifice flow
equations  and (2) can be simplified as:

Q1  Cd w 2 /   ( Pp  P1  v( x, d1, L)  P1  PT  v( x, dt1, L))


Analogously, the flow equation of port 2 can be
obtained(5):
Figure 1.

Q2  Cd w 2 /   ( P2  PT  v( x, d 2, L)  PP  P2  v( x, dt 2, L))


Based on formula (4) and (5), all the nonlinear
characteristics of the proportional valve can be simulated,
especially when the positive overlap, negative overlap and
asymmetrical valve face exist in the spool. Their
relationship is shown in (6). The characteristic of port 1

Struture of large flow proportional valve

and port 2 can be changed by changing parameter d and

dt .
d  dt  0;

d  dt  0;
d  dt;

Figure 2.

symmetric positive overlap stucture
symmetric negative overlap stucture

(6)

asymmetric overlap stucture

The model power bond graph of the proportional valve
is shown in Fig.2, and the R1 ， R2 ， R3 ， R4 are the flowing
resistance of ports.
Where “SE” is the potential source, the “half-arrow”
means the direction of the positive energy flux, “0”knot is
the flow knot, the algebraic sum of the flow variables
around which is zero, and“1”knot is the potential knot, the
potential variables around which is zero. The bond and
graph are shown in Fig.2. which indicates that the outflow
of pump can flow to port 1 and port 2, and the flow sum of
port 1 and port 2 is equal to the outflow the pump. The
flow from port 1 or port 2 to the executive component is
equal to the outflow of the pump subtracted by the quantity
of flow into the tank.

Channel model between the valve cavity and the spool in
bucket valve

Because of the manufacture error, the spool cannot
strictly locate at the median, and the process or return hole
will open sometimes. By considering various non-linear
characteristics comprehensive, the orifice flow generalized
equation of the inlet Q1i can be def
.
0
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Q1i  Cd w 2 /   Pp  P1 ( x  d  b); d  x  b  d 

b  d  x 
Cd w 2 /   Pp  P1 L;
Where, Cd - coefficient of flow； w - gradient of valve
3
area； r - density of flow kg / m ； x - displacement of

spool m , L - width of output port m .
As well, the orifice flow generalized equation of the
return

Q1o

can be d

0
x  dt



Q1o  Cd w 2 /   P1  PT ( x  dt  b); dt  x  dt  b 


dt  b  x

Cd w 2 /   P1  PT L;

(2)

Figure 3.

Assuming there is no interior leakage and cavittions
when the flow passed the orifice, the total flow of output
port 1 is as follows: Q1 = Q1P - Q1T
According to formula (1) and (2), the saturation
function is introduced, and the saturation function is
defined as formula (3).

II.

Bond graph of large flow proportional valve

CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS OF
PROPORTIONAL VALVE

The uniform flow equations (5) and (6) proposed in
section one can be extended to analyze all the hydraulic
systems without considering the cover type of spool. And
these equations have overcome the problem that the valve
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port flow equation[5] can only be used in the hydraulic
system which is strictly centered.
In the hydraulic control system, the ordinary analysis
method is to match the precision expensive strictly
centered spool with valve body by eliminating the positive
and negative overlap. However, the development of
nonlinear control theory [6-10]has made the dynamics
research about the positive overlap and negative overlap
spool become possible, or at least can handle the nonlinear
characteristics.
In order to satisfy the application of nonlinear control
and obtain the flow characteristics of large flow electrohydraulic proportional valve, some assumptions are
defined as:
1) The spool has the same cross area of chamber, that
A
1
is = A2 ;

Figure 4. Flow-displacement of negative overlap

Q1  Q1  Cd w 2 /   (

2) The fluid is uncompressible；
3) The spool structure match with the overlap
parameters, that is d1 = dt 2 , d 2 = dt1 ;
4) The fluid has no inversion and cavitation, that is
Pp > P1 > PT > 0
;
Based on the above assumptions, especially
assumption 1), it is easy to obtain
Q1 = Q2 ，then, the flow equations (5) and (6) can be

v( x, 1 , L) 

 2  Cd w 2 /  
1  Cd w 2 /  

( P2 - PT - PP - P2 )
( Pp - P1 - P1 - PT )

(7)

2
Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )
2

T
1
2
to the hydraulic cylinder is zero, and p
2) x  d 2 or x  d1 ， the flow from the
proportional valve to the hydraulic cylinder is proportional
to the spool displacement, and the flow quantity can be
confirmed by formula (9).
Likewise, the relationship between the flow and spool
position when the spool is positive overlap can be obtained
(as shown in Fig.4), which can also be divided into five
zones.
1) - d 2 < x < d1 ， the flow from the proportional
valve to the hydraulic cylinder is not zero, and
v( x, d1, L) = x + d1 ， v( x, d 2, L) = x - d 2 ；
2) x  d 2 or x  d1 ， the flow from the
proportional valve to the hydraulic cylinder is proportional
to the spool displacement, which is similar to the situation
of negative overlap.
Then, the relationship between the flow and spool
displacement when the spool is positive overlap can be
written as (10):

(8)
The detailed analysis of two different overlap situations
is described as follows:
1) Positive overlap spool d1 > 0, dt 2 > 0 ,so
Pp + PT = P1 + P2

Figure 3.

Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )

P P  P P

?v( x, d 2, L)

;
2) Negative overlap and zero overlap
d1  0, dt 2  0 ， - d 2 < x < d1 ，and all flow is zero.

Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )

, it can be seen that the
displacement relationship between the flow under the
negative overlap of proportional valve and spool
displacements can be divided into five different zones.
1) - d 2 < x < d1 ，the flow from the proportional valve

Then

v( x, d1, L) =

(9)

2

 v( x,  2 , L))
2
The formula (8) shows the relationship between the
flow and spool position when the spool is negative overlap,
which can be shown as Fig.3, from which,

transformed into：
( Pp  P1  P1  PT )  v ( x, d 1, L) 
( P2  PT  PP  P2 )  v( x, d 2, L)

Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )

spools

Flow-displacement of positive overlap

By substituting the above pressure relationship into
formula (4) and (5)，the Q1 and Q2 can also be written into
(9).

Q1  Q1  Cd w 2 /   (
( x  d1) 

Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )

Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )

2

(10)

 ( x  d 2))

2
 (1   2 )  x  (1  d1   2  d 2)

Where， (a1 +a 2 )? x is defined as the flow gain of the
proportional valve which is named as K , which is an
q
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important parameter for the positive overlap zone in the
design of hydraulic control system. In the work zone, the
change of flow gain will induce the hydraulic control
system to be unstable, and it also will determine the gain of
open loop hydraulic system. According to formula (9),
even if the spool is located at the centre, i.e., x = 0 ，there
still exists flow output and hydro-cylinder movement. This
situation is consistent with the actual positive overlap
proportional valve.
The flow gain can be defined as (11):
Q
Kq 
 (1   2 )  Cd w 2 /  / 2
(11)
x

( Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 )  Pp  P1  ( P1  P2 ))
( P  P )  Pp  P1

Because 1 2
K
gain q can be obtained.

，the variation range of flow

III.
EXPERIMENT INVESTIGATION OF LARGE
FLOW ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC PROPORTIONAL
VALVE
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Figure 5.
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A. Experimental scheme
In section two, the flow characteristics in different
spool overlap are investigated, and the uniform equation of
positive, negative and zero overlap is obtained in theory. In
this section, the experiments are employed to validate and
amend the flow-displacement characteristic of electrohydraulic proportional valve.
All parameters used in experiment are the same as
those used in the simulation.
The experimental system is shown in Fig .6 The
control voltage signal is generated by the signal generator,
and loaded at the magnet coil of electro-hydraulic valve to
make the spool produce displacement after processing by
the amplifier. Because of the opening between the spool
and valve body, the output control flow can be obtained,
and return to the oil tank through the flow meter. By
changing the value and direction of the input signal voltage,
the flow value and direction can be changed. In order to
ensure the accurate position of the spool, the position
sensor is employed to detect the position error. Data
acquisition experimental field is shown in Fig.7.
The experimental system consists of two one-way flow
meters, two relief valves and two pressure gages. When the
signal generator makes the proportional valve be located at
the left side, the oil provide by the pump will flow from
port P to port A after passing through the proportional
valve. The return pressure can be adjusted by relief valve 2
to change the pressure difference between the front and
rear of the valve. When the signal generator makes the
valve be located at the right side, the flow will be detected
by another oil circuit before returning to the oil tank.

6meterInspected
9 Stop valve
Experimental
valve schematic diagram of proportional valve

Figure 6.

Experimental data acquisition

B. Experimental method and results
In the measurement, the pressure of return circuit is
adjusted by the relief valve. When the pressure difference
of the proportional valve is 2.7Mpa, and the viscosity is
30 , the flow values during the process that the input signal
increases from zero to the maximum and decreases from
the maximum to zero are recorded by the flow meter. The
signal generated by the generator is the square wave whose
magnitude and frequency are 5V and 20Hz, respectively.
The voltage signal fed back from the spool displacement
sensor is tested. The feedback signal of the displacement
sensor and input signal of the signal generator are read
through the oscilloscope.
The flow-displacement relationship of positive overlap
and negative overlap is shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12, from
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which, it can be seen that the experiment results are
consistent with the theory analysis in the section two.

zone. For negative overlap, even though the spool is
located at the median, the flow output also exists, which
then induces the piston movement of hydraulic tank. This
situation is consistent with the non-matching overlap
response of actual negative proportional valve.

flow rate

flow rate (L/min)
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Flow-displacement of negative overlap

IV.

CONCLUSIONS

According to the orifice flow equation, the uniform
model for the large flow proportional valve is established,
and the flow characteristics of the proportional valve with
different spool overlaps are analyzed. The mathematical
equations of the flow which continuously and nonlinearly
passes through the port of proportional valve with different
spool overlaps are constructed.
From the viewpoint of the experimental scheme,
method and results, the flow characteristics of the
proportional valve are investigated. The results show that,
for positive overlap, the flow input into the hydraulic tank
is proportional to the displacement of the spool in the dead
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